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VI. Domestic Standbys

A. Officers will conduct domestic standbys in accordance with Family Law Article, Section 4-502.

B. Officers will accompany the complainant to the family home so that clothing and personal effects of the
complainant and that of children in the complainant's care may be obtained. Personal effects can include
medicine, eyeglasses, or medical devices, regardless of who paid for the items. The needs of each person
wilJ vary according to the circumstances and will dictate the definition of necessary items. Mutual
property items such as televisions or stereos would not be considered personal items needed for everyday
living requirements.

C. If the complainant's name is not on the lease and a request for entry is refused, the complainant does not
have the right to enter, and the responding officer does not have the authority to make an entry.

D. Officers responding to domestic standbys are immune from civil liability if the law enforcement officer
acts in good faith and in a reasonable manner.

E. All property disputes regarding vehicles shall be referred to the court commissioner. Officers are
instructed to:
1. Advise participants to respond to the nearest commissioner's office to apply for a charging document.
2. Inform the participants that the commissioner has no authority to order any party to give up property,

even if a charging document is issued. The commissioner will determine the proper charges to be
issued or recommend the participants pursue their claim through civil procedures.

VII. Court Order for Protection from Domestic Violence (Protective Orders)

A. No arrest power is inherent in the court order for protection from domestic violence. However, failure to 
comply with certain provisions  outlined in the Family Law Article, Sections 4-504, 4-505, and 4-506 are 
misdemeanors and carry possible fines and prison sentences as outlined in Section 4-509 (Penalties). When 
writing charges for a violation of a civil Protective Order, officers should use the Family Law Article, 
Section 4-509, for the violation of the Interim, Temporary, or Final Protective Order. Officers will cite in 
the charging document which civil Protective Order is violated, Interim ( 4-504.1 ), Temporary ( 4- 505), or 

Final (4-506). Officers should use the ens code 2-0254. The State's Attorney's Office is responsible for 
amending the penalty so the defendant can be prosecuted as a repeat offender.

B. Sheriffs Responsibilities
The Sheriffs Department is the primary agency for the service of civil Protective Orders and citizen
generated DN warrants and maintains all records of these.

C. Police Officer's Responsibilities
Although the Sheriffs Department bears the primary responsibility for the service of protective orders, the 
pote11tially volatile nature of domestic disputes will frequently require police officers to both serve and 
enforce these orders. The following procedures will be followed in cases where Sheriffs Department 
personnel are unavailable, or it would otherwise be impractical or unsafe for the petitioner to wait for their 
arrival:

1. Interim, Temporary, and Final Protective Orders will be entered in MILES. Officers are able to 
determine if an order is on file while on the scene of a domestic disturbance call.
a. If the order has not been served, officers will serve the petitioner's copy by personally delivering 

the order to the respondent (accused) if the respondent is present. If the petitioner does not have a 
copy of the order, officers should contact the Sheriffs Department at (240) 777-7016. A copy can 
be faxed to the district station to be relayed to the officers on the scene. However, because the 
order is civil, the respondent cannot be detained to wait for a copy of the order. 
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XI. Proponent Unit: Special Victims Investigations Unit (SVID)

XII. Cancellation

FC No.: 535 

Date: 04-30-2021 

This directive cancels Function Code 535, effective date 11-14-08 and  Informational Bulletin 

13-01 .

Marcus G. Jo es 

Chief of Poli 
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